Porter 500
The Porter-500 is a mobile Transfer Lift designed and developed in collaboration with Health Care Professionals. The sleek,
strong built lift, included with a complete range of functional slings, offers caregivers flexibilikty and versatility, for a great
variety of Patient/Resident lifting with care.
Optional scale.
Powder coated
steel Frame.
Ergonomically designed
non-slip caregiver
handles. Offers more
control and safer use.

Secure Sling
Hooks with
safety catches.

Hand controlled, dual lowering
system and emergency stopper
provide the caregiver safety and
comfort when operating the lift.

Two easy removable and
rechargeable battery units
allow continuous use of
the lifts.
Standard foot adjustable base.
(Optional power adjustable
base is also available).

The Porter-500 is ideal for most
lifting situations. With reduced
patient/resident stress, the
caregiver is able to provide secure,
safe dignified lifts between beds,
chairs, wheelchairs and toilets.

The Porter-500 is designed
to provide minimal effort for
manoeuvering in tight spaces
while the spreading legs
accommodate wide chairs and
toilets.

The Porter-500 centres around
the patient. The extra long boom
provides more lifting height creating
a more vertical liftingmotion, and
helps to prevent caregiver back
injuries especially when lifting from
the floor. Patients/Residents are
more comfortable during transfers

Wall mounted Charging Station
for batteries and adapter 120V,
(230V adapter for Euro Plug is
available).

Helper 400
The Helper-400, a versatile sit/stand lift, was designed using state of the art technology, developed in collaboration with
health care professionals. The m obile, compact design offers a dcombination of lifting options, maximizing patient/resident
safety and comfort.

Powder coated
steel frame.

Ergonomically
designed non-slip
Patient/Caregiver
Handles. Offers
more control and
safer use.
Secure Sling Hooks
with safety catches.

Height/Depth position
adjustable soft Knee Support,
provides more comfort.

Hand controlled, dual
lowering system,
emergency stopper all
provide the caregiver
safety and comfort when
operating the lift.

Adjustable, secure
belt for legs

Height
adjustable and
removable Foot
Cradle.

Optional Power
adjustable base.

Standard foot
adjustable base.

The Helper-400 offers caregivers
quick, easy and safe patient/
resident transferring between
beds, chairs, wheelchairs, and
toilets.

The Helper-400 reduces patient/
resident and caregiver stress,
allows more dignified dressing and
toileting, and promotes secure, safe
transferring. Compact design provides
easy manoeuvering in tight spaces
and spreading legs accommodate
wide chairs and toilets.

Two easy removable and
recargeable battery units allow
continuous use of the lift.

Wall mounted Charging Station
for batteries and adaptor 120V.
(230V adaptor for Euro Plug is
available).

Wispa™ Lite Portable Hoist
The versatile moving and handling solution for the home, hospital and care environment.
The Wispa Lite is a portable hoist with a 200kg lifting capacity. It is the ideal moving and handling solution with value
added functionality and a compact, lightweight design.

Maximum load
440lbs (200kg)

Integral carry
handle

Room to room
bracket
Charging socket with
fast charge facility

Slack tape device
Weight overload
limiting device

On/off control
Emergency stop with
reset facility

Upper limit switch
Soft start/stop

Fold-up arms

Visula and audible
low battery warning

Dual controls

Clear, easy to use
handset

Accessories:
• Transfer Trolley
• Attachment handle
• Lanyard (length options)
• Comprehensive range of
Slings, Standing Jackets
and Accessories

Emergency lowering
feature

Adaptable:
Easy to Transport
Lightweight constructin combined with an
integral carry handle enables the Wispa
Lite to be easily moved between different
locations, attached/removed fromt he
ceiling track and repositioned wherever it
is required.

Upper Limit
Switch
Prevents the lifting tape from overwinding
intot he case and up to the ceiling track.

Self-diagnostics
Audible (from hoist and handset) and
visual signals (on hoist cover) indicate
faults and battery status.

Slack Tape Device
This mechanism prevents the lifing tape
from winding out of the cassette when
an obstruction is encountered during
lowering, preventing jamming of the tape.
Emergency Lowering
In the event of hoist fasilure, Wispa Lite is
fitted with an emergency lowering switch
providing safe, controlled descent.

Power Lift
Powerful, controlled lifting - Maximum
load 440lbs (200kg).
Room to Room
The Wispa Lite can be moved effortlessly
from room to room, without the need to
reposition the client.

Dual Controls
Wispa Lite can be operated via controls
on the cover or from the handset, thereby
reducing risk of not lifting/lowering
clients if the handset is lost or damaged.
Emergency stop with reset facility
Safe operation, should an emergency
arise, providing reassurance for both user
and caregiver. The hoist is easily reset via
the handset or controls on the hoist.

Easy to Connect to Track
With varying lengths of lanyard and
attachment handle, caregivers can
comfortably attach the Wispa Lite to
ceiling track, whatevery its height.

Flexible Track Options & Accessories
Turntable: Adding flexibility to track
layout. Manual or powered model options.
Points: Changes track direction. X-Y
System: Efficient room coverage. Bends:
Available in 15o, 30o, 45o, 90o sections.
Comprehensive Sling Range
Lightweight, flame retardant and durable
material. Colour coded straps for quick
and simple size recognition. Paediatric
sizes and material available.
Bariatric Solutions - Wispa Twin
Cassette
Safe working load: 998lbs (445kg). Free
standing gantry system.

Varied Usage
Compatible with ceiling track for
freestanding gantry systems offering
controlled transfer from the bed,
wheelchasir or floor.
Caregiver & User Friendly:
Lightweight
The Wispa Lite is easy to carry, attach
and remove from the ceiling track.

Weight overload limiting device
If too much weight is applied, the Wispa
Lite will only allow lowering.
Easy recharge facility
Visual and audible warnings indicate
when the hoist should be recharged. With
its integrated recharging feature, the
Wispa Lite can simply be plugged into the
nearest outlet.
Fast Charge
Wispa Lite can be fully charged within 2
hours.

Fixed Ceiling Track Hoist - Wispa™
100/200/300 Series
Maximum load: 100 series 286lbs
(130kg)
200 series 440lbs (200kg)
300 series 598lbs (272kg)
Manual and powered travers options.
Optional Infrared control.

Handset
Clearly identifiable buttons, ergonomically
designed.

Survice and Installation
Our nationwide team of trained engineers
can quickly install your equipment, and
service and maintain it to comply with
LOLER regulations, ona 365 days/24
hour per day basis.

Smooth Lifting
Soft start/stop lifting for added user
comfort, safety and control.

Warranty/guarantee
Wispa Lite comes with a two year
guarantee (conditions apply).

Comfortable Lifting
Enhanced sling attachment design offers
wider sling positioning to improve user
comfort, whilst providing maximum head
clearance.

Extended Warranty Programmes
Chiltern Invadex Super Care Warranty
covers the full cost of brreakdown (both
parts and labor) for a period of up to five
years. Please ask for details.

Robust Design
Vigorously tested to ensure long product
life expectancy.

Wispa™ 200 and 300 Series
Ceiling Mounted Hoist Range
Lifting solutions for the home, hospital and care environment.
One unique range, four different model options. Each intelligently designed to suit both user and caregiver.
The Wispa Range is easy to operate with soft start and stop, the range allows safe, controlled transfer from a
bed, chair, toilet or bathing area with precise fingertip control.
Choose from manual traverse, powered traverse, or X-Y.

Emergency
stop reset

Self diagnostic - beeps
if there is a problem

Freewheel or powered
traverse modles

Soft start/
stop for
smooth and
controlled
transfer on
all axes

Variable speed
facility on all axes

Aesthetically
designed case
Weight overload
limiting device

Charge indicator LED and
audible warning to indicate
low battery levels.

Emergency
locking
motor

Ceiling mounted
track or
freestanding unit
options

Simple to
recharge

Powerful but Controlled: The 200 range
lifts up to 440lbs (200kgs) or for the heavier
patient the professional 300 model lifts up to
598lbs (272kgs). For added safety a limiting
device is built-in to restrict the lift capability.

Emergency stop
and emergency
lowering feature
Carry bar with safety
hooks and crossover
design. Compatible
with all Chiltern Invadex
patient handling slings.

Finger Tip Control
Provided by thenew waterproof handset
(submersible up to 1 metre). Clearly marked
for safe, efficient handling it features an
assist button, which sounds an audible alarm
in case of emergency.
Soft start/stop
No abrupt halt at the end of travel as the
Wispa has a soft start and stop facility
ensuring safe, controlled movement.
Variable Speed
The speed of the hoist travel can be
adjusted, to suit the individual. For accurate
positioning the variable speed facility is
activated by the handset, allowing the hoist
to glide effortlessly to the required position.
Economical but Simple to Recharge:
Always ready to go, Wispa is easy to
charge. Simply return the hoist to the
track end to start the charging process.
An audible alarm sounds when the hoist
needs recharging.
Dynamic Yet Safe: Responsive
performance combines with a host of
safety features, including:

X-Y model option
allows for complete
room coverage.

Clear, easy to
use handset

Limiting Device
To stop them aximum load being exceeded.
If the operator is distracted a limit switch
prevents the patient from being raised too
high or lowered too far.
Emergency Stop with Reset Facility
Should an emergency arise, this simple
feature provides reassurance for both user
and caregiver.

The “XY” system
provides complete
room coverage. For
example, a user
could be transferred
to any bed in a
hospital ward.

Moving between
rooms is made
simple. The Wispa
allows easy transfer,
as ceiling track can
be fitted in most
rooms throughout
the house.

Emergency Lowering
In case of battery failure a lowering device
is fitted.
Lift Motor has a Self Lock Facility
To prevent the user from being lowered
unintentionally.

Wispa™ LiteTrack Gantry System
The Wispa LiteTrack gantry combines with the Lite Portable hoist to create the ideal moving and handling solution for the home, hospital and
care environment. Totally freestanding, LiteTrack is ideal as a semi-permanent, temporary or emergency solution or where a
fixed ceiling track installation or mobile hoist is inappropriate.
Width adjustable lifting beam

Light aluminum

Integral spirit level

Smooth transfer rail

Height
adjustable
legs

Maximum Load
210kg/460lbs

Freestanding
with no
installation

Five minute
assembly by one
person

Integral spirit level

No tools or step
ladders required

Small footprint
Adjustable feet

Suits the Majority of Clients
The LiteTrack gantry system complements the
Wispa Lite portable hoist and patient slings with
its maximum load of 460lbs (210kg).
Freestanding System/No Installation
Totally self supporting and independent of
the building structure. Provides an alternative
where the ceiling construction limits fixed track
installation, floor construction, positioning issues
or heavy/difficult clients limit the use of a mobile
hoist. No installation requirement, electrical
connection or fixings and can be removed in
minutes. Operates with a battery powered hoist.
Easy Assembly
Transforms easily from a lightweight
transportable system into a fully assembled
gantry, in line with the reqwuirements of the
manual handling regulations. Unlike some
gantry systems LiteTrack can be assembled or
disassembled by one person within five minutes
and without the use of tools or step ladders.

Lightweight Component Weights
The gantry is constructed from lightweight
aluminum (the heaviest component part weighs
only 24lb (11kkg) with steel legs for added
strength and an unobtrusive slim profile.
Compact and Transportable
For use in the community, the gantry has a
small footprint to suit most room layouts and fits
neatly into the trunk or back seat of a car, or for
storage within emergency service vehicles.
Height and Width Adjustable
Ten pre-set height options at 50mm intervals to
maximise the available ceiling height and three
pre-set width options each side at 13-mm intervals
to suit the lifting task and room layout.

Compact and transportable

Ease of transfer

Adjustable to Suit the Floor Surface Uneven
floor surfaces are easily overcome with the
adjustment wheels on the feet and and integral
spirit level.
Wispa Lite portable hoist options

